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Abstract

Let A be a collection of hyperplanes in complex affine spaee and
V X be a sheaf of differential operators over corresponding stratified
space X. We introduce categories of quasisemisimple Vx-modules
which are characterized by natural conditions on eigenvalues of mOD
odromie operators for nearby and vanishing cyc1es functors '1' and
+. The main result of this paper is the description of this categories
in terms of quivers with quadratic relations. We describe explicitely
both functors establishing equivalence of categories. As a consequence
we obtain a description of all quasisemisimple V x-modules in terms of
generators and relations. Application of this results to direct images of
loeal systems over the eomplement to the arrangement of hyperplanes
produces a natural complex which coincides with Orlik-Solomon COffi

plex in the case of trivial monodromies.

1 Arrangements of hyperplanes and quasi
semisimple D-modules

Let us consider complex affine space X = CN and a set of complex hyper
planes Xi = {li = O} in CN . Following the tradition of [VSl] we eall this
set an arrangement A of hyperplanes. One may attaeh to this arrangement
a natural stratifieation of X.
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Tbe closed stratum X a C C N is an intersection of some hyperplanes

Xa = n{fi = O}
iEla

and its interiour Xa C X a eonsists of points x E X a that do not belang to
other hyperplanes: x rt X j = {fj = O}, if X j 1J X a' Let us denote this
statified space as X A or C~.

Let V x be a sbeaf of differential operators over X. Consider holonomie
V x-modules with regular singularities Hat along tbis stratifieation. These
'Dx-modules form an abelian eategory C.A which is equivalent to the eategory
of eonstruetible perverse sheaves (with respeet to amiddie perversity) over
the stratified space X.A [BBD].

In this paper we study full subeategory C~· of C.A wbieh we eall eategory
of monodromy quasisemisimple V·modules. Tbe definition of C~IJ looks as
foHows.

Let X a C CN be an arbitrary stratum of X.A, Ua :::> X a be a smaH
neibourhood of X a in CN and {fa = O} be a generie hyperplane going through
X a: X a C {fa = O} (it means in particular that {fa = O} does not belang
to an arrangement A, if eodimXa > 1). Ta any Vx-module M E CA we may
apply nearby and vanishing eydes functors 1M10 and -Ila [BBD]. It is dear
that Vx·module CP/o(M) has a support on X a only and, as a eonsequence,
the restriction ofVx0-module CP10 (M) to an open part X a C X a is equivalent
to same loeal system.

Definition 1.1 Vx-module M is called (monodromy) quasisemisimple along
X a if it can be deeomposed into direet sum ofVx - modules Mi: M = €Bi Mi
with Mi satisfying the following eonditions for any stratum X a of CN A:

(i) The action 01 canonieal monodromy operator T on Wla (Mi) restricted
to Ua is singleeigenvalued:

(1.1 )

for some ). E C, 0 ~ Re). < 1 and and n sufficiently large;
(ii) The loeal system ~ la (Mi) IXa can be described as a flat connection Bi

with constant eigenvalued matrix coefficients:

(1.2)
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(1.3)

where Jß are some linear /unctions on X a and A~ are some singleeigenval
ued finite-dimensional linear operators (the eigenvalues may be different for
different ß and i).

One can easily prove that the conditions (i) and (ii) do not depend on the
choise of generic linear functions Ja, Ja Ixa = o.

For the eonvenienee of notations we eall V-module Mi from C'!A~ to be
singleeigenvalued if it satisfies (1.1) and (1.2) by itself with some fixed values
of eigenvalues.

The category C~6 is rieh enough; it eontains at least two subeategories
which are the most important in applications (and being defined a bit more
naturally).

Definition 1.2 An abelian category~ consists 0/ all Vx-modules M from
CA satis/ying the condition (ii) 0/ Definition 1.1 with nilpotent matrix coe/
fitients:

The IDeal system c)Ja (M) IXa is presented by a flat connection ():

w(O) = EA i dfß
ß Jp

where A~ are nilpotent linear operators for all strata X a .

The category C~ may be viewed as the smallest abelian subeategory of CA
eontaining all D-functions over closed strata X a •

Definition 1.3 (Nonabelian) category C~d 0/ locally indecomposable mod
ules consists 0/ all Vx-modules M /rom C,Ä whose restrietion to any open
subset U c CN is nonzero indecomposable module.

Remark 1.1 In the Definition 1.S, like everywhere throughout this paper we
impose the condition 0/ vanishing growth at infinity /or Vx-modules M; it
can be expressed as a condition /or all ~ Ja (M) IxQ: they are flat connections
o with constant matrix coefficients, w{0) = L: Apd log fp.

It is clear that for any indeeomposable loeal system n over the complement
U to the arrangement of hyperplanes their direct images i.fl and j1n belong
to C~d. Here j : U -+ CN is an inclusion.

Proposition 1.1 Both C~ and C~d are subcategories 0/ C'!A~ .
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We describe here the category Cr of all quasisemisimple Vx-modules in C.A
in terms of a quiver (which means that we establish an equivalence of Cr to
a category of representations of some quiver). The corresponding inverse
functor from quiver-category to Cr;.· is also described quite explicitely: we
deseribe Vx-modules attached to representations of a quiver in terms of
generators and relations. Subcategories C~ aod C~d are initialized in a quiver
language by some conditions on eigenvalues.

An ioductive proeedure of deseribing the eategory C~· include the de
scription of loealizations of modules !rom C:; to eertain open subsets of CN .

Namely, these open subsets Un C CN are the eomplements to the union of
fixed generie hyperplanes {fa = O}, eontaining strata XOn of eodimension n.

This circumstanee enable us to deseribe direct images of one·dimensional
loeal systems on the complement Ut to an arrangement A (or, more generally,
direet images of quasisemisimple loeal systems). These calculations may be
eonsidered as abasie point for eomputing the cohomology of loeal systems
[SeI]. The answers are presented in the next section.

2 Combinatorial description of qusisemisim
pIe V-modules

2.1 The quiver's descrition of er
Let us introduce first some notations.

Let Xa and Xß be two strata of X.A. We write

a<ß

and

(2.1)

a+-ß if X a C X ß and codimXo - codimXß = 1 (2.2)

For the open stratum of CN we fix an index 0 (so x, C CN is an open
stratum). It is convenient to deseribe the partial order ( 2.2) on the strata.
of X.A in terms of the graph r.A of the stratifieation. Graph r.A is an oriented
eonneeted graph with vertices identified with the indices of possible strata,
and an arrow a f- ß exists iff a +- ß in a sense of (2.2). Analogously,
we may define graph r Q' , where X a is an arbitrary stratum of X.A. Graph
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r er describes the topology of induced stratification on affine space X n' The
vertices of r a are those indices of strata Xß , for which Xß C X a 'and the
arrows are the same.

One may equip a grawh r.A with a colouring by complex numbers. Namely,
C-coloured graph r.A (aß:) is the graph r.A together with numbers ag: atta
ched to aH arrows ßi -t ß;.

Definition 2.1 C -coloured graph r.A (ag:) is called to be (self) compatible

(or, in other words, the C -colouTing ag~ 0/ r .A is compatible) if the following
relation takes place fOT any link 0/ two arrows

in r.A :
a~ = ~a~

6

where the sum is taken JOT all 8 such thai

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

Let now (1, (2," ., (n be arbitrary complex numbers (weights) putting in
one-to-one correspondance with aH codimension one strata Xl, X 2 , • •• , Xn of
affine space CN .

Proposition 2.1 There exists unique C-compatible colouTing ag: = ag: ((k)
ofr.A such that a~ = (k fOT all codimension one strata X}, X 2, •• • ,Xn ofCN •

We denote this compatible C-coloured graph by r.A (() = r.A ((1, (2, ... , (n)
. Proof of the Proposition 2.1. We prove the existence and unique

ness of compatible coefficients aa by induction on codimension of Xß• The
uniqueness is evident from the defining relations

a~ = E a~
6:>.-6---r

Siß

We may use (2.6) also for definition of a~ by induction on codimXß provided
the defining formula ( 2.6) for a~ does not depend on a choise of,. Hut we
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may give an alternative expression for aa, codimXp = n, if we know that the
relation ( 2.6) is already valid for all links 6 : A +- 6 +- 1, codim.X6 < n.
Indeed, let us fix sorne Hag

where suhindices rernind of codimensions of strata. Then

>'n+t E a 6n E 1: a 6n- l
apn - "Yn-l -

"Yn-~
-" ..

6n:6n#:-ßn 6n :6n#:-ßn 6n- l :6n-l #:-1'n-l
>'n+I-5n-"n-l >'n+I-5n-"Yn-l 6n-6n-l -"n-~

E a: l

61 ,5~, ... ,6n

where the last surn is taken over a11 the Hags

such that 6n =I- ßn, 6n - 1 =I- ln-I, ... 61 =I- ;1 aod 6n +- ;n-1, 6n - 1 +- In-2, ... ,

62 +- 11. It is not difficult to see that if 61 is such that for hyperplane X 51

we have
X 51 :> X>'n+l , hut "X6t 1> Xpn

then there is unique Hag satisfying the above conditions: X 51f = X1'1f n X 61

and there is 00 otherwise. So we have

(2.7)

The rhs of (2.7) depends only on An+1 and ßn, which proves the proposition.

Remark 2.1 The relation (2. 7) gives us direct geometrical description 0/ the
colouring 0/ r.A «(1, (2, ... , (n) .

,
Let us again consider (uncoloured) graph r.A descrihing the stratification of
CN . We attach to this graph a quiver Q.A as follows.

Definition 2.2 A quiver Q.A consists 0/ a collection 0/ finite-dimensional
complex vectorspaces Vß, where ß are vertices 0/ r.A, and 0/ linear maps
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altached to all the arrows ß -+ ,,\ 0/ r,A. These linear maps should satisfy
the following relations:

L A~ßAß-Y = 0
ß:>'-ß~

for any two vertices "\, ,,: ,,\ < 1, codim.X>. = codimX-y +2,

L A~ßAt>. = 0
ß:-y-p->.

for any two vertices >.., ,,: >.. < " codimX>. = codim.X-y +2,

At>.A~1l + Aß-yA~1l = 0

/'~
for any quadruple ß",>../ J1,

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11 )

/'~for any tripie ß~ p" with no I such that ß p, .
,,\/

In other words, quiver Q,A is finite-dimensional representation of unital asso
ciative algebra Q; with a set of idempotents eß, ß being the vertices of rA. ,
Lß eß = 1, (degree one) generators A~ß and At>. for any arrow ß -+ ,,\ with
natural commutation relations with idempotents e-y:

and quadratic relations (2.8)-(2.11).
We denote by BA. the category of a11 quivers Q,A. In other words BA. is a

category of all finite-dimensional representations of algebra ?JA.
Let now rA. ((1, (2," ., (n) be a compatible C -coloured graph with wei

ghts (1, .. _, (n and a~~ be its coloures. We define the full subcategory
BA.(() = B.A((t,. -- ,(n) of Ba in the fo11owing way_

Definition 2.3 The category B,A (() consists of all quivers Q.A with a condi·
tion

the single eigenvalue ofAt>.A~ß and ofA~ßAt>. is equal to a~

for all arrows ß -+ ,,\ in r.A -

8
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Let now Q.A he a quiver from Definition 2.2. We may define a support of
Q.A a.s a set of all vertices ß of r .A such that Vp =1= {O}:

supp Q.A = {ß : Vp =1= {O}}.

The vertice ß E supp Q.A is called a source of Q.A if there is no Q' E supp Q.A
such that Cl' > ß.

We say also that a depth of a vertice ß E r.A is equal to m, d(ß) = m, if
there is a source Q' of Q.A, Cl' > ß such that codimXa X p = m and there is no
source I of Q.A, , > ß with codimx..,Xp > m.

In these notations the category B1UMi of quasisemisimple quivers is defined
a.s follows.

Definition 2.4 Quasisemisimple quiver is a direct sum 01 quivers Q from
B.A satisfying the following eonditions:

(i) The composition

At>.A~ß (2.13)

has only one eigenvalue a~ = eig.v.(At>.A~p) for any arrow ß --+ A in r.A;
(ii) An inequality

o< Rea~ < 1

takes place for any source ß of Q and for any arrow ß --+ A;
(iii) 11 ß is a vertiee 01 depth one then

a 'Y - a'Y1
p - p

for any two arrows , --+ ß , " --+ ß with , and " being sourees of Q;
(iv) An operator

EB AtpAiierl

erler':
er-ßler/-ß

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

is nilpotent in EBer: er-ß Ver for any vertiee ß 01 depth more than one in Q.

Now we are ahle to present a combinatorial description of the category C;; of
quasisemisimple V-modules over the arrangement of hyperplanes.

Theorem 2.1 The eategory C;; is equivalent to the category Be;.
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The functor establishing an equivalence of categories looks as follows. Let
M be a singleeigenvalued V-module from C~IJ and Xer be astratum. Then
the space Va of a quiver is the space of Hat sections of q;Ja (M) IXa where
the corresponding flat eonnection has a form w = LP:o-P A~dlog fp, A~ E
End (Va).

The operators Atß and Apo are buHt from the eanonical maps

u

v

Their explieit expressions are given by.formulas (3.2), (3.3), (5.21)-(5.24).
The most important in applieations are the following two theorems. The

first of them describes an extension closure of all 6-functions of strata X a'

The second deseribes locally indeeomposable modules.

Theorem 2.2 The category~ is equivalent to Be(O," . ,0) .

Let C~d(() = C~d((1, (2, ... ,(n) consists of those loeally indeeomposable
modules from C~d, whose restrictiollS to the open stratum Xe are described
by flat connections w = Li Aidlog fi with eig.v.(A i) = (i, i = 1, ... , n, aeting
in nonzero space Ve of Hat sections.

Theorem 2.3 The category C~d(() is equivalent to the category 0/ indecom
posable objects 0/ B e() with nonzero space V,.

In the same way we can describe locally indecomposable modules with a
support on some stratum Xo ' The only thing to do is to exchange graph
f,A by f A .

In the next subseetion we show how to restore the V-modules from their
quiver data.

2.2 Restoring V-modules from quiver's data

Let us remind once more that throughout this paper we are in agreement that
for each stratum X a we fix onee forever a generic hyperplane /0 = 0 such
that la Ixa = O. Moreover, for codimension n stratum X a we need sometimes
a generic flag f: = f~, ... , f:, I~ = la of functions being equal zero on Xo

and generating a basis of (CN / X ot'.
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1 :5 i,j :5 k

We also fix nondegenerated complex skewsymmetric form

which we use inambiguesly for all Hag manifolds implicitely appearing in the
calculations. One may think of a fixed generic coordinate system Xl! ••• , XN

in CNand put

(
Bla,)< laI' ... , lak > = det BXj ,

We often simplify the notations writing < 0., ß > instead of < Ja,Iß >,
< ö> instead of < I: > and so on. The vector fields which we use here are
always linear, that is , have a form

If we use the notation La for a vectorfield with an index of same stratum Xal

it means as a rule that this vector field goes along stratum X a , in particular
La(Ja) = O.

Now let QCl! be a quiver with vectorspaces Yp attached to vertices ß and
linear operators A~ß : Vp --+ V>., At>. : V>. --+ Vp attached to the arrows
ß --+ A (see Definition 2.2). We associate to this quiver Vx·module M(Qo)
in the following way: M(Qo) is a free Vx-module generated by the space
EBp Vp, ß being the vertices of r.A modulo the following relations:

f " <f,i,>A+( ). Vp = L....J - -yp Up ,
-y:-y-p < J'Y >

if f is a linear function, f Ixp= O.

11
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Theorem 2.4 The /unctor Qo -+ M(Qo) establishes an equivalence 0/ cat
egories stated in the Theorems B.l-fJ.9.

Note also that the relations (2.18) give possibility to deseribe M(Qo) a.s a
sheaf of Ox-modules. For the basie open sets

where eodimX,\ = n, the spa.ce of seetiolls r(M(Qo), Yn,\) is free Oy,:.-module
generated by the spa.ces Vß, a -+ ß, eodimXp < n and V,\ modulo the
relations (2.18).

2.3 An example: Direct images of local systems

Let f1(A 1 , A2 , .. • , An) be a loeal system over the eomplement U, to the ar
rangement of hyperplanes {li = O} defined by a Hat connection

Let eig.v.(A i ) = Ci. Then we ean find direct images j.O and j,O, where
j : VI ~ CN is an inclusion, as universal object in C~d((b (~, ... , (n) rep
resenting the functors Fo: Fo(M) = Homv(u)(j· M, 0) and F~ : Fb(M) =
Homv(u)(n,j'M). Due to the equivalenee of eategories one can make these

ealeulations inside Be({) by means of usuallinear algebra.
Let us describe an answer for j.O, where nia one-dimensionalloeal system

(2.19)

Denote by Wm a vector space over Cwith a basis < eß >, eodim eß = m. Let
X o be a stratum of eodimension n. Denote by Vo the following subspa.ce of
Wo ® W1 ® ... ® Wn :

Vo =
all Oaga O'O-O'I-"·-O'n:

0'0:=0,on:=0

(2.20)

and let Vo c Vo consists of all the elements

v -~x e'<>'e 1O\· .. lO\e
o - L...J O'o,···,O'n 00 'CI 0'1 'CI 'CI an'

12
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satisfying the equations

L XOO,...Oi_1ßOi+1 .. ·On eoo ... ®eai_1®eß ®eOi+l •.. ®eOn = 0 (2.22)
ß: Oi-l-ß-Oj+l

for any fixed degenerated flag

o= 0'0 -+ 0'1 -+ ... -+ O'i-l > 0'.+1 -+ ... -+ an = a

Let us fix sorne arrow °' -+ ß in ~h r.A. ,codim Xo = n. Then we can
define operators Atß : Vß -+ Va and Apo: Va -+ Vß as folIows:

(2.23)

and

A.eo(eoo 0 ... 0 eOn=a) = L aj eoo 0 (eol - ejnao)0
j:codimXj=l,

j>ß,j'Ja

o (e02 - ejno l) ® ... ® (eon - ejnan_l) ® eß (2.24)

where j n O'i is an index of a stratum Xj n X aj : Xjnaj = X j n X Oj '

One can check that operators Atß and A,Öo correct1y define by restrietion
the operators

and (2.25)

Proposition 2.2 The quiver Q(at, . .. , an) defined in (2.20)-{2.25) desen·
bes direct image 01 local system (2.19) via the equivalence of eategories 01
Theorem 2.9.

Remark 2.2 Vx-module j.f1 ean be realized in the space

where fit = f: 1
••• f~n should be treated as a formal symbol defining an

action 01 first order differential operator by Leibnitz rule. Then the space
Va} eodimXa = m (see (2.20)-{2.22)) is isomorphie to linear enveIop 01
fi~1 ... f.-;,.1 . fit with {fi

1
= O} n ... n {firn = O} = X o ' The equations

(2.22) are equivalent to weil known Orlik·Solomon relations for the products
01 d log fi.
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We ean attach to a quiver Q(al, ... ,an) a natural eomplex C'(al, ... , an):

0: codimXc>: =i

and differential d : Ci -t Ci+1 being equal to EI1Apa, eodim Xa = i (dl = 0
due to (2.8)).

In the case of zero weights eomplex C'(O, ... ,0) eoincides with Orlik
Solomon algebra [OS], [Br] and its homology are equal to H·(U). Moreover,
as it was proved in [VSl], the homologies of C'(a., ... ,an) are isomorphie to
H· (U, O(al, ... ,an) for (al, ... ,an) being elose enough to zero.

3 Beilinson's glueing theorem

3.1 Glueing of perversed sheaves

Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over C, M(X) be a category of perversed
constructible sheaves with respect to amiddie perversity [BBD]. Let / -t C
be an algebraie funetion, Y = 1-1 (0), U = f-l(C\ {O}), j : U -t X, i: -t X
be corresponding 'imbeddings. Let

lIrrom : M(U) -t M(Y)

and
CJ1eom : M(X) -t M(Y)

denote funetors of neaby and vanishing eyc1es (in the notations of [D] lIr,eom
= l/!",J j.). The functors q,1eom and CJ1eom eome up with a canonical automor
phism T : lIrrom -t q"eom (monodromy) and with natural transformations

. ~geom lIT.fl;eom
v'~J -t "rJ

such that vu = T - 1.
Let UB denote by M J(U, Y) the eategory whose objeets are quadruples

(Mu,My;u,v) where My E M(U), My E M(Y) aod u: W",j(Mu) -t My,
v : My -t W",J(Mu) are such that vu = T - 1.

The assignment

defines a funetor
G : M(X) -t MJ(U, V).
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Theorem 3.1 {Bl (see also (Ver}). G is an equivalence 0/ categories.

Let A be a complex number, 0 ~ ReA < 1. We may define a full subcategory
Mj,).(U, Y) of Mj(U, Y) consisting of the quadruples (Mu , My; u, v) with
a condition that endomorphisms 1 +uv and 1 + vu have e2

1l'i)' as a single
eigenvalue. We put also

We call the perverse sheaves from Mj,).(X) and Mj,).(U) A-monodromic with
respect to /. Standard arguments from linear algebra show that for A rt Z
any perverse sheave from M j,).(X) is uniquely determined by its restrietion
to U, in other words,

is an equivalence of categories for A rt Z and there is a decomposi tion

M(X) ~ EB MJ,).(X).
).: O:$;Re).<1

3.2 Glueing in terms of V-modules

Let us keep the previous notation. Let V(X) be a category ofholonomic V x 
modules with regular singularities. Due to the comparison theorem [BBD]
de Rham functor DR : V(X) -t M(X) establishes an equivalence of cate
gories. In particular we are able to introduce via this equivalence the cate
gories V).,j(X) aod V).,j(U) of A-monodromic with respect to f V-modules.
Following [B] we may describe functor W and glueing theorem 3.1 more
explicitely.

Let N be a holonomic V(U)-module. We define 'li).(N) to be maximal
Vx[[s + All factormodule of j.(N . f6)[[8 + All with a support on Y. Here
s is a formal variable, A is a complex number, 0 ~ ReA < 1. V x [[8 + All
module j.(N . f")[[8 + A]] consists of expressions Li 9ini fk i Pi (8) . f~ where
gi E O(X), ni are the elements of N, ki E Z, Pi(.s) are Taylor series on 8 +A,
f' is a formal symbol, defining an action of vector fields L on X:
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Then, if N E V).,,!(U), CI',eom(DR(M)) ~ DR(W).,(N)) and the multiplication
by -s defines the action of logariphm of monodromy S = log T on W).,(N)
with eig.value(S) = )..

Moreover, it is not difficult to see that if ). rt Z then w).,(N) ~ wO(N ®
/-).,), where /-)., is irreducible Du-module which corresponds to one-dimensi
onallocal system on U with a flat connection

w = -)'dlog /

The Beilinson's glueing theorem can be read in V-modules language aB

folIows.

Theorem 3.2 The category V).,,!(X) 0/ A-monodromic with respect to / V
modules is equivalent to the category V).,,!(U, Y) 0/ quadrupies (M, N; 0', ß)
where M E V).,(U), N E V(Y) and a : W).,(M) -+ N, ß : N -+ W).,(M) are

such that S = aß with a condition that eig.v.(ßa) = eig.v.(aß) = A.

We need also an explicit form of an inverse functor

(3.1)

Consider first the case ..\ = O. For aoy M E V(U) let ::;O(M) be the
maximal factormodule of j.(N . /,')[(s]] coinciding with M on U. Let now
(M,N;a,ß) E VO,!(U,Y). We put Fo.!(M,N;a,ß) to be the homology of a
complex

:SO(M)
6 pr

/ ~
wO(M) q,O(M) (3.2)

a ß
~ /

N

The functor Fo,! establishes an equivalence of categories VO,!(U, Y) aod
VO,J(X). Note also that the canonical Vy-module ~~(M), M E Vo(X) is
defined in the case ). = 0 also as homology of natural complex
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For ..\ # 0, 0 < Re..\ < 1 we know that thr categories V)"f(X) and
V)"f(U, Y) are equivalent to the category V)"f(U), To make the construc
tion to be consistent with the case ..\ = 0 we define an equivalence F)"f
V)"f(U, Y) -+ V)"f(X) as (a bit nonnatural) the following composition:

). ..T.).

(M, N; a, ß) (J-~"r )

-+ (M 0 1-\ if!),(M); aß - ..\,1) FOd. Fo,f(M 0 1-\ 1J!),(M)j aß - ..\,1) -+

i.f).'(1 i./), 0 Fo,f(M 0/-)" 'l1),(M)j aß - ..\, 1) (3.3)

4 Inductive description of the category C;:

4.1 Plan of the construction

We come back to the notation of the sections 1 and 2. We describe the
category C~4 by induetion on eodimension of strata.

Let UB first consider an open set Ut = X \ Udfi = O}, X = CN of
eomplement to the arranged hyperplanesj jl : Ul <......+ X being the inc1usion.
Then, due to the Definition 1.2, the category Cl = j·C~4 is defined as a
eategory of local systems described by flat connections

W = L Aidlog li
•

(4.1)

with a condition (1.2), meaning that all Ai adrnit simultenious Jordan block
decomposition. Category Cl is equivalent to a full subcategory of finite
dimensional representations of quadratic algebra with generators Ai and the
relations whieh one ean recover rewriting the flatness eondition of (4.1).

Next we look to the complement U'J to the union of fixed generic hyper
planes going through codimension 2 strata:

u {la = O},
er: codimXa='J

j'J : U2 t-t X being corresponding inc1usion and deseribe the category C2 =
jiC~· . This description comes ioto steps. First we choose sorne codimension
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one stratum Xi = {fi = O} and apply the glueing construction in order to
glue Xi with UI . It means that we consider a tripie yi t...t X; +--J UI .:h where

UI .'J = X \ U {fa = O},
a:codimXQ =I.'J

(4.2)

yi = {fi = O} nX~ (4.3)

and apply Beilinson's construction to this tripie. Now tbe spaces X~ are open
sets in U'J' j~ : X~ C-...+ U2 being the inclusions and U'J = Ui X~. Using the
axioms of a sheaf for any M E C'J we recover M by its restrietions j~. to a11
the X;.

In quite a similar manner we perform a general induction step. Assuming
the knowledge of tbe category Cn = j~(CY ) on an open set Un we obtain
the description of Cn +I = j~+1 (cy ) on an open set Un+I . Here Uk = X \
Ua:codimXQ=k{fa = O}, jk : Uk f....+ X being the corresponding inclusion. This
is done by application of glueing construction to a tripie yß t...t X~ ~ Un ,n+l'

codimXp = n, where

Un•n+1 = X \ U {fa = O},
a: codim X a =n,n+1

x~ = {fp = O}UUn ,n+I, yp = {fp = O} nX~ (4.4)

and then by recovering the sheaf of V Un -modules by restrietions to Xe,
UpX~ = Un+I .

It is important to emphazise that we have to use the glueing procedure
for (4.4) twice, in two different ways. First we are to obtain the combina
torial data aod calculate a11 new relations appearing in the glueing. Here
we use directly Beilinson's Theorem 3.2. Then we need to realize explicitely
V-module given by these combinatorial data using functor F>.,J (see (3.1)
(3.3». Fo11owing these calculations we discover also that for each inductive
step we have a splitting of the corresponding category Cn described by the
consistency conditions on the eigeovalues of mooodromies (2.4). The oew
splitted terms should be supported on subglued stratum and do not appear
in the description of locally indecomposable modules (Theorem 2.3).

The rest of this section is devoted to explicit inductive description of V
modules from Cr:: . In order to make exposition readible we first demonstrate
tbe technique on more simple examples of codimension one and two strata
and then pass to general induction step.
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4.2 The ßatness condition

Let us first make simple exercise and compute the relations on matrices Ai
coming from the flatness of the connection (4.1). These relations should be
weH known (see, for instance [Ko] for Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov configuration
) but we prefer to repeat them in our terms.

It is more convenient for us to admit poles along hyperplanes fo = 0,
codim X o = 2, in other words, to work in the spa.ce

u
o:cod.irnXQ=~

{fo = O}.

Let us fix some stratum X o of codimension two. We can choose a pair
of commuting linear vector fields Lo and Mo a.s follows: Lo be a generic
vectorfield along Xo: Lo(lo) = 0, Lo(!i) =f 0 for all i : i -+ a and Mo be
transversal to fa (like a gradient): Mo(fa) =f O.

Let Xi UXj = Xo' Then the functions fi, /j and 10 are linear dependent:

Ir < n, i >= 10' < j, i > +li' < a, j >

or
<a,i> <j,i> <n,j>---= +---10li filj Ijlo

We know that for any linear vector field L

(4.5)

(4.6)

L(w) = ~ L~j) Aj(w), wEW (4.7)

where W is abasie space of sections of a vector bundle over Ut .

Substitutung L OI and Mo into (4.7) we see that

[Lo,Mo}(w) = z:
. i,;: ifj
1-01,1-0

+other terms (4.8)

where "other terms" have in denominator functions Ik and 1, such that X 0 rt.
{/k = O} n {t, = O}. Using linear dependance conditions (4.5) and (4.6) we
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rewrite the first sum in rhs of (4.8) as

The functions f~1i are -linear independent now so we have the following rela
tion which takes place for any Hag 0 -+ i -+ Q:

L: [Ai, Aj ] = 0
j:j-a

j-j,i

(4.9)

We conclude that the category Co of Hat connections (4.1) is equivalent to
the category of finite dimensional representations of quadratic algebra with
generators Ai and relations (4.9). This algebra may be viewed as infinitesimal
version of fundamental group 1I"1(CN \ Udfi = O}).

4.3 Glueing of codimension 1 strata

For the simplisity of notations we reserve symbol X in this subsection for an
open subset U'J

(4.10)wEW

U'J = CN
\ U {fa = O}.

a:codimXa='J

All the games of this subsection will be inside X = U'J'
Just as before we start from Vx.-module M on an open stratum Xe

which is generated by finite-dimensional vectorspace W, free over the ring
of functions O(X,) with the following action of linear vector fields L on X,:

L(w) = L: L(fj) Aj(w),
j:j-I /j

where Aj are some linear operators Aj : W -+ W with fixed eigenvalues aj,

o~ Re aj < 1 subjected to relations (4.9).
Let üs fix some codimension one stratum Xi' We mayassume that 'Dx 

module N from C~· with a support incide Xi is generated by some finite
dimensional vectorspace Vi and is described by the relations

(4.11 )
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where Li(li) = 0, Ai : \ti -+ \ti , with eig.v.(Ai) = ai. Let us cornpute

Wi(M), where Wi = 'lIj;. Applying sorne vectorfield L to wft+k~ likw · Ir

L(wlt+k) = L(!i)(S +k +Ai)wJt+k
-
t + L: L(f~j) Aj(w)!:+k

j: j#;i J

(4.12)

we see that one can invert this operator inside V x [[8 + ai]] every time except
k = O. So Wi(M) is generated by the elements w/t- t , w E Wand all the
expressions wf: should be treated as zero. The relation (4.12) gives us also
the action of monodromie:

(4.13)

From (4.12) we deduce also the action of vector fields Li, Li(Ji) = 0 on
wl:-t:

Li(wlt-t ) = L: Li(Jj) Aj(w)f:-t (4.14)
j:j#;i Jj

In order to find morphisms between W(M) and N, we have to rewri te (4.14)
in a form (4.11), in other words, to replace all t he fi, codimXi = 1, in
denominator of rhs of (4.14) by Ja, codimXa = 2. This may be done by
substituting (4.5) and (4.6) into (4.14). Finally we have

(4.15)

Q

We can interpret morphisms \}1i(M) := N from Theorem 3.2 in our case
fJ

as commutative diagramm

L;:j-a Aj
j=li

W ~ w

AilHAt AilHAt (4.16)

~. ~ ~, ,
A~,
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with the relations

Ai; (.~ Ai) = AiAi;,
J:J-a

i:#i

( .~ Ai) A~ = AtiAi
J:J-a

i:#i

Let us look now to the eigenvalues of operators from (4.16)

Lemma 4.1 Linear operator

E Ai
iii-a

i:#i

has a single eigenvalue equal to Lj; i-a ai'
i:#i

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

Proof of the Lemma. We use standard linear algebra arguments and the
basic relation (4.9). We see from (4.9) that an element Ca = Li: a-i Ai
commutes with all the Ai, a +- i. The Jordan block decomposition of W to
generalized eigenspaces of Ca is thus consistent with the action of all the Ai,
a +- i, because this decomposition can be performed by the action of sorne
analytical functions of Ca' So we can restrict ourselves to a single eigenvalue
of Ca and, applying trace arguments, observe that this eigenvalue is equal to
Li:a-i ai' The statement of the Lemma now follows from the equality

E Aj = Ca - Ai,
iii-a
i#i

Let us remind that we can freely change the matrices Ai in (4.10) or Ai in
(4.11) by adding identiy matrices: it is equiva.lent to choosing another basis
of sections in a vector bundle:Aj -Jo Aj + k ~ W -Jo w/}, k E Z and this is
the only gauge freedom we have for the connections with constant coeffitients
and singleeigenvalued matrices.
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Comparing (4.11) and (4.17) we conclude via Lemma. 4.1 that nontrivial
morphisms between Wi(M) and N could exist only if the following relation
on eigenvalues is valid:

ai = E aj (mod Z)
j:;-o

;#:i

(4.20)

Supposing the validness of (4.20) we can normalize the realization of N in
such a. way that (4.20) takes place on the level of complex numbers:

ai = 2: aj.
;:;-a

;#:i

(4.21 )

If the relation (4.20) is not satisfied then both Ai; and Ati are equal to zero
and the glued V-module is a direct surn of V-module without singularities
along Xi and of V-module, concentrated on Xia

Let us now realize corresponding V-module in terms of generators and
relations. Assume first that ai = eig.v.(Ai) = O. Then on the level of
generators monada (3.2) looks as follows:

wIr ---+ 0
swlt- 1 /,6-1w·I

(4.22)- ffi id
/ +'/_-1 A;t v· Afi l6-1w· w·I - I - I

so the homology of (4.22) are generated by the elements w = wIf, w E W
and Vi = -Vi + (Ativi)lt-1.

Let us compute the action of vector fields L on w, Li on Vi and the result
of multiplication of Vi by li. We have

L(w) = L(li)(AtA;g +s)wlt-1 + 2: L(f~j) A;(w)ft
j: ;1:i ]

(4.23)

because of (4.10). From (4.22) we see that elements swlt-1 ffi A;g(w) are
boundaries and (4.23) may be rewritten as

L(w) = L(J;)(At,Ai;wfi-1 - A;;w) +2:, L~j) Aj(w)fi
,:,1:'. ]
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or

L(w) = L(fi)Ai;w + j~i L~j) Ajw (4.24)

Next,
fiVi = fi( -Vi + (AtVi)ft- 1 = At(Vi)fi' = Atvi' (4.25)

and, finally, the most difficult calculation:

Using linear dependance condition (4.6) we rewrite (4.26) as

Then we substitute the relation (4.19) ioto (4.27):

L(Vi) = a~i LiYaa) (-Afvi +AtiAfvd:-1
) +

+ L L(fj) E < ~,j > AjA~Vi
a:a-i fj j:j-a < t, (} > /j

j#:i

which means that

(4.27)

We conclude that the glued V-module corresponding to diagram (4.16) is
generated by elements w, w E W and Vi, Vi E Vi, and is defined by the
relations (4.24), (4.25) and (4.28).
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In the case of nonintegral eigenvalue of monodromie S (more precisely,
o < Re ai < 1, ai = eig.v. Ai) we sbould, due to prescription (3.3), put
first in the diagram (4.16) W instead of \Ii, identity operator instead of Ati'
and Ai - ai . Id instead of Ai; and compute the V-module coming from
corresponding monada (4.22). Then we should tensor multiply the result by
j;(lt i

) where ji : X \ Xi C-....+ X being the inclusion.
The generators of the resulting module are tU = w~ ft i and Vi = Vi ~ It i

where tu and Vi are generators of homology of monada; moreover from (4.25)
we can treate tJi also as tu ® It i

-
I

• Then, for instance,

L(tU) = L(w) ~ ft i + aiw ~ ft i
-

1 =

L(fi)(Ai - ai)w ~ ft- I + L L(f~i) Aiw ~ ft i + aiw ® ft- 1 =
i: i#;i J

L(Ii)Aiw ® ft i -
1 + E L(li) Aiw 0 ft i

i:i#;i li

and if we denote At = id C5l f : w ® It i
-

1
~ w C5l / t i

, Aä = Ai 0 li-1

w ® / t i ~ W C5l It-t, Ai = Li:i-a Ai C5l id we observe that the relations
i:li

(4.1 7)-(4.19) remain unchanged j ust as defining relations (4.24), (4.25) and
(4.28) for the glued V-module.

Moreover, we can decompose invertible operator Ai into some other prod
uct Ai = AtAä of invertible operators and make a change of variables in the

spa.ce Vi, identifying tJi with Atvi <9 Ir-I. Then Ar = (A~)-I ('Li:i-a Ai)
ii:i

At and the condition (4.18) follows from (4.9). The dcfining relations (4.24),
(4.25) and (4.28) have the same form due to the rules of changes of variables.

Let M now be same Vx-module (remind once more that X is still X =
U2 = CN \ Ua:codimXa =2ifa = O}). The formulas (4.24), (4.25) and (4.28)
define restriction of M to open sets X~ = U'1. ni:codirnXj=l.ii:iifi # O}. We
can restore M as a sheaf and define it by its global sections. These sections
are, due to (4.25)

w, wEW

and

Vi = {
Vi over X~

li-1 Atvi over x4,
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In terms of these global sections 'Dx-module M is described after the renor
malization Aä -+ « fi »-1 Aii, Ati -+< fi > At by the following relations
on its generators w E Wand Vi E Vi,

L(w) = E L(fd Aiiw
·11 .<J,;>
Ij-.-t •

L;(v
l
.) = ~ Li(!o) (A~ .+ ~ < Cij > . < i > A-:- A+. .)

• L.J J. ' VI L.J . . J' e,VI
o:i-O' 0 j:j-o < J > < tCi >

i'l-i

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.32)

(4.33)

!iVi =< fi > Ativi (4.31)

with operators At : W -+ Vi, Ai;: lti -+ W and Ai : lti -+ Vi subjected to
the relations

Ai; ( .~ AtAi') = AiAä
J:J-O

j'l-i

( .~ AtiAi') Ati = A~Ai
J:J-O

i'l-i

The results of this subsection may be resumed in the following proposi
tion.

Proposition 4.1 Let j2 : U2 t......+ CN be an inclusion. Then any'Du'l-module
M from ji(C;; ) can be defined by the lormulas (4.!J9)-(4.91). Corresponding
linear algebra data W, Vi, A~ : W -+ Vi, A~ : Vi -+ Wand Ai : Vi -+ Vi
are subjected to the relations (4.92), (4.99).

Moreover, we have the following restrietion on eigenvalues

. (A+ A- ) , . (A- A+ ) 0 • AOai = elg.v. ii i" ai = elg.v. i' ii' ai = elg.v. i:

ai = E aj
j:i-o

j'l-i

which are not valid only ilM is a direct sum 01 a module without singularities
on some strata XiI" .. , Xik and of modules supported on these strata.
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4.4 Glueing of codimension 2 strata

Let now
x = U3 = CN \ U {fa = O}.

a:codimXa =3

We start from Vx-module M, whose restrietion to

U2,3 = CN
\ U {fa = O}

a: codimXa =2,3

is given by the relations (4.29) aod (4.30). Let X a be a codimension two stra

tum. Following the Definition 1.1 we mayassume that w",(M) df:n cl la (M)
is generated by vectorspace Va with the relations

(4.34)

for auy vectorfield La along Xa and

IVa = 0 if I Ix = O.
a

(4.35)

Let us compute Wa(M) ~ 'l! la(M IU],3)' Applying arbitrary vector field
L, L(/a) fOto wf~:

L(w/~) = sL(/a)w/~-1 + L L(!i) A~(w)f~
i < ~ >

we see that the only possibility we have is to put wf~ to be equal zero
in Wa(M) and monodromie operator S(w/~) = O. Analogously, applying
Li, Li(!i) = 0 to vif~ we see that

(4.36)

(4.37)

in \l1 a(M) and
S(vif~-I) = -svif~-l =

Aa /.&-1 '"' < aj > < i > A- A+ ,,-I
i Vi a + L.J . '. j' 'iViJ a ... < J > < ta >):J-O

j:Fi

The last two statements are based on the following Lemma, which is proved
analogously to Lemma 4.1.
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Lemma 4.2 An operator

ffi (A'! ,,< oj >. < i > A:- A+.)
W ,+ LJ . . J' ,.

i:i-a j:j-a < J > < t.o >
j#;.i

is nilpotent in EBi: i-a \'i provided the relations (... 92), (... 99) (4.~1) are sat
isfied.

Note that for V-modules supported on codimeosion one strata we also have a
basic statement (4.36) l because this case reduces to the previous subsection
aod if such a module is a direct summand of singleeigenvalued module M lU2 ,3

then by Definition 1.1 zero mooodromie eigenvalue and again the statements
(4.36) aod (4.37).

We are going oow to compute V{fa;Q}-module structure of 'lJa(M) =
\I1~(M) in terms of (4.29)-(4.30). Let i -+ a and 9a be some linear function,
9a IXa= 0, 9a not proportional to Ja' Theo Ja, 9a and /i are linear dependaot:

9a < lali >= li < laga > +la < 9a/i >
aod from (4.31) and (4.36) we have

. ./,,,-1 _ < la9a >< li > A+ .(.-1
9a VI a - < lali > 'iV'Ja

We have also

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41 )
In order to compare the expressions (4.34), (4.40) and (4.41) we have to put
together aU the terms with i -+ a in rhs of (4.40), aod for any given stratum
X>. of codimension 3 all the terms with ß -+ A in rhs of (4.41). Using (4.38)
again, we obtain first

Ma(w/~-l) = L Met (9et) < fif~ > Aiiw/~-l + L Met (./j) Ajewf~-1
i:i-a < 9etla >< I, > j:jf+et < IJ >

(4.42)
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We now turn to the relation (4.41). Fix same i : i --+ a and A : a --+ a.
let Xß be codimension two stratum with i --+ ß --+ A and X j be codimension
one stratum with j --+ ß. Then fi' fß, f>., and /a are linear dependant and

fi < ßAa > - Jß < iAa > +J>., < ißa > -Ja< iß>" >= 0

As a consequence we have

and

(4.43)

(4.44)

1 < iAO: > 1 < ißA > 1 < ß).,a > fi
fafß = < ißn > . laI>. + < ißa > . Jßf>. - < ißa > . falßI>. (4.45)

We have also linear dependance of /j, Ip, I>., and la and thus the conditions
(4.43)-(4.45) with index i replaced by j. Substituting (4.43)-(4.45) and their
analogs for Ij, Ip, f>. and la into (4.41)and using linear dependance conditions
for li' Ij and Iß we obtain after some calculations the following expression:

=" " La (!>.) (A~ _ " < j).,a >< i > A-:- A+.) V.J.6-1-
L.J L.J I I.~ < iAa >< J' > Je 1I I a

>.; a->' ß: i-ß->'..\ J:J-ß
ß-:l-a j-:l-i

_" " Lo(!>.,) < i > (A+Aß "A+ A- A+) /,6-1
L.J L.J / ( ei i - .~ 'j je ei Vi a

>.; 0->' ß: i-ß->" >.,) ß J: J-ß
P-:l-o j~i

The last summand is equal to zero in accordance with (4.33). Finally we
have the following identity in \}fo(M):

L a ( vif~-I) =

=" " Lo (!>.) (A~ ,,< i >< j).,o: > A-:- A+.) .(6-1 (4.46)
L.J L.J f I + L.J . )., . Je lh VI) 0

>';0->' ß:i-ß->' >. j:j-ß < J >< In >
ß~o j~i
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Now, using (4.39), (4.42) and (4.46) we can represent canonical mor
phisms 'lJO'(M) ..:. ~o(M) in terms of the following commutative diagram

fJ

m" E' AfJ
~

.: I-a fJ: l-fJ-~ i

W e':i-O' Vo -f~a
EBi:i_o Va

Ai
~dlAt ~llAt

(4.47)

Vo
Ä~

Va~

h A- = <oi> A- -A+ <i><9f'1a> cl A- ~A- A+w ere ie <i><9010> i8' 8i - <0:1> an ai = <o-i> oi' ia-

«~~>A~ with monodromie operator S:

S(w) = 0,

(just as in the case of codimension one we renormalize operators Atr and A;;.
to avoid coefficients in quiver relations).

Thus we have the relations

At A-, + A-:-eAt. = 0
JO as J 'PI

(4.48)

" At·At = 0L..J 'PI 10

for a fixed flag i -+ a -+ A,
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for the same Hag i ~ 0 ~ A,

A+A- - Aa
ia ai - i (4.53)

if i ~ 0.

Let us describe the glued V-module in terms of generators and rela
tions.The differential in the monada (3.2) is given by the formulas

,J( /._-1) /6-1 ffi < i > A- ( )
UQ Vi a = 8ViJ a W • ai Va ,< 01 >

d ( /6-1) 1.6 - 1
1 ViJa = Vi a

and

( ) < oi > + ( ) _-I
d1 Va = . A ia Va t a<I>

The homologies of monada (3.2) are generated by the elements

We can easily see that just as in (4.29) and (4.31),

and

wEW (4.54)

Further,

(4.55)

(4.56)

L .(-=) - L.(/. ) (Aa ~ < oj > < i > - +) 6-1• V. - I a , + S + Li ' . . Aj,A" Vita +
j:j-a < J > < 10 >

j:#,

+ ~ L,(!ß) (AJ?+ ~ < ßj > . < i > A-:- A+.) .1.6

Li / ' Li . 'ß)' " v, a
ß:i-ß Jß j:j-ß < J > < 1 >
ß:#a j:Fi
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We replace SViJ~-] in rhs of (4.56) by - «~?>A;i(Vcr) and using (4.48) and
(4.52) we reduce (4.56) to

" Li(!ß) (A~' ,,< ßj > . < i > A:- A+. .)+ LJ ( , VI + LJ . 'ß J'" v,
ß:i-ß Jß ;:;-ß < J > < t >
ß~a ;~i

Let now linear function g(x) is such that 9 lxa = O. Then,
dependance conditian far g, Ja and Ji, if i -+ 0, we have

(4.57)

using linear

~ < 9fi >A+ /.. ( ~ A+A+ (.-]= LJ . iaVa a+ < 9Ja > LJ li iaVaJa
i:i-a < t > i:i-a

The last surn is equal ta zero, due to (4.50) so finally

<gI,. >-
g(va ) = E .I Atrva

i:i-a < t >
(4.58)

The calculations of La(va) are the longest ones. The cornputations use linear
dependance conditions (4.43)-(4.45), the defining relations (4.48)-(4.52) and
simple identities far determinants. The answer is

+ ~ <~j><Cii>AjeAt.At.v,,)) (4.59)
j:j-ß < tß >< J > Iß

ji-i

The relations (4.54), (4.57), (4.58) and (4.59) define V-module in the
open set
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We can restare Vx-module M as a" sheaf by its restrictions to U: and define
it by the global sections (remind that now X = U3 = CN\Ua:codimXa =3{fa =
O}). There are three types of sections: w, Vi, codimXi = 1 and Va, codimXa =
2. the first two are identified with w and Vi for all U; and

{

V;; over U;
v - -;;-:-a - ~A. Va ß

Ei: i-a <i> t::=- over U3 , ß :f: 0

The relation (4.59) can be tranformed in a form

(4.60)

where i is an index of codimension one stratum Xi whose closure contains
both X a and Xß . There are two possibilities: there exists unique such Xi
for given X a and Xß and there are no. In the second case corresponding
summand in (4.60) is treated as zero.

Using an identities on polyvectors in CN / XCII and in CN / Xß:

(for the notations see section 2.2) we can rewrite (4.60) as

(4.61 )
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The transformation of the formula (4.57) is evident (see relation (4.63)).
Summarizing the calculations we conelude that Vx-module M over X =

U'J can be defined by generators w, w E W, Vi, Vi E Vi (codimXi = 1) and
Va Va E Va (codimXa = 2) with the relations

<i>
Li(vi) = L: . Li(!a)A;;;ivi, Vi E Vi

a:i-a < CU >
if Li is a vector field along Xi,

(4.62)

(4.63)

f· V · - A+v·JI I-ei I, Vi E Vi, (4.64)

( ) _ " < g/i > +9 Va - LJ . Aiava,
i:i-a < 1. >

for any linear function g(x) such that 9 Ixa = 0,

(4.65)

_ " La (!>.) ( >. ,,< Aß > < er > _ + )Lcr(vo ) - LJ f Aava - LJ A.... • .... APiAiaVo ,
>.: 0'->' >. ß: ß->' < a > < f3 >

ßl:a
(4.66)

(va EVa) for any vector field La along XCII with i being an index of codimen
sion one stratum Xi whose closure contains both Xo and Xß.

The linear operators A~ : W -+ Vi, Aä : Vi -+ W, A;;;i : Vi -+ Va,
A~ : Va -+ l'i and A~ : Va -+ Va satisfy the following conditions:

i f j, X; nXi =x:

" At.At = 0LJ -..1 10
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(4.68)
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for a fixed flag i -+ Q' -+ A,

(4.71)

(4.72)

for the same ftag i -+ Q' -+ A.

Remark 4.1 The relations (4.9B), (4.99) and also (4.9) follow from (4·67)
(4.68) if we remind that Ai = AtrA;i' Ai = AtAi;.

Let us look now to the eigenvalues of operators A~A;;il A;;iAta and A~. Let
ai = eig.v. (A~A;;i)' ai' = eig.v. (A;;iA~), a~ = eig.v. (A~). We can apply
Lemma 4.1 to a local system over hyperplane {fa = O}. As a result we have
the following

Lemma 4.3 Linear operator

E A~Aßi
ß:i-ß-),

ß#:-a

has a single eigenvalue equal to Lß:i_ß-), af.
ß#:-a

Now we see that the morphisms in the diagramm (4.54) are nontrivial only
if for any flag i -+ Q' -+ A we have

a; = ~ af (mod Z)
ß:i-ß-),

ß#:-a

again we can renormilize the local system 00 codimension two strata in such
a way that iostead oI (4.72) we have

(4.13)

00 the level of complex numbers.
If the relation (4.73) is not satisfied theo both Atr and At are equal to

zero and the glued V-module is a direct sum oI V-module without singulari
ties along X a and of V-module, concentrated on X a • We resurne the results
of this subsection in the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.2 Let)3: U3 <......+ CN be an inclusion. Then any 'Du;, -module
M from );(C~· ) can be defined by the fonnulas (4.6f)-(4.66). Corresponding
linear algebra data W, Vi, Va, Ati : W -+ Vi, Aä : Vi -+ W, A;i : Va -+ Vi,
A~ : Vi ~ Va and A~ : Va -+ Va are subjected to the relations (4.67)
(4.71).

Moreover, we have the following restrietion on eigenvalues

a -' (A+ A-)ai - elg.v . ia ai'

for any flag i -+ a -+ A:

a' -' (A- A+ ) ). -' (A.\)ai - elg.v. ai ia' aa - elg.v. a

a~ = E a?
ß:i-p-).

ß,#a

which are not valid only if M is a direet sum of a module without singularities
on some codimension two strata X aiI , ••• , Xai" und of modules supported on
these strata.

5 General induction step

Here we give a precise formulation of general induetion statement. We omit
the ea1culations supposing the reader ean find enough of them in the previous
section. The only difference is that in general case one should more often use
identities with polyveetors ,: instead of identities with linear functions. The
main induction statement looks as follows.

Let

u
a:codimXa=n

{fa = O}

and let the restrietion of singleeigenvalued 'Dx~module M to an open subset

Un-t,n = CN
\ U {fa = O}

a:codimXa=n-t,n

ean be described as a 'D~module generated by vector space EBßVp, codim Xp <
n with the relations
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Vp E Vp_ " < f; > Lß(f:)A- ( )
- L..J - ... >'{1 v{1 ,

>':ß->' < f>. > fp

if L{1 is a linear vector field along stratum X{1, codim X {1 < n - 1,

(5.1)

f " <f,h>A+( ). vß = L., =& ..,ß vp ,
"'(:"'(-{J < f"'( >

if f is a linear function, f Ix
ß
= 0, codimXp < n and

Vp E Vß (5.2)

(Va EVa), codim Xc. = n - 1 for any vector field La along X a with , being
an index of codimension n - 2 stratum X"'( whose closure contains both X a

and X ß.

The operators A:\a : Va ~ V>., A~>. : V>. ~ Va, codimXa < n - 1 and
A~ : Va ~ Va, codimXa = n - 1 satisfy the following relations:

E A:\ßA~ = 0
ß:>'-ß-'Y

for any two vertices "\, ,,: ,.\ < " n > codimX>. = codimX.., +2,

E A~ßAt>. = 0
{1:"'(-ß->'

for any two vertices "\, ,,: ,.\ < " n > codimX>. = codimX"'( + 2,

/'~ .
for any quadrupIe ß~ JL , n > codlmX>.;

,.\/
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/1,
for any tripie ß, Jl, n > codimX>. with no 1 such that ß Jl;

A/

A;.., ( E A~ßAir) = A~A~
ß:-y-p->.

ß"ta

for any two vertices A, 1,: A < 1, n = codimX>. = codimX-y + 2;

for any two vertices A,1,: A < 1, n = codimX>. = codimX.., +2.
There is also the following eigenvalues restriction. 'DUn_I,n ·module

M IUn-l,n can be decomposed into direct sum

M IUn-I,n = M(l) ffi M('J)

For the first module M(l) we have an equality

(5.8)

(5.9)

a~ = E a~
ß:..,-ß->'

p"ta

(5.10)

for any Hag 1 -+ Q' -+ A: A < 1, codimXa = n - 1, where

a~ = eig.v. (A~aA;..,) = eig.v. (A~Atr), a; = eig.v. (A~)

The second module M('J) has a support on codimension n - 1 strata (and
thus is realized by (5.1)-(5.9) with all Vß equal zero for ß: codimXp < n-1)
and

o~ Rea; < 1

for any two Q', A, Q' -+ A, codimXa = n - 1.

(5.11)

Proposition 5.1 In assumption 0/ (5.1)-{5.11) Vx-module M is generated
by vector space ffipVp , codimXp ~ n with the relations (5.1)-{5.9) and op
erators A~a : Va -+ V>., A~>. : V>. -+ Va, codimXa < n and A~ : Va -+ Va,
codimXa = n subjected to (5.~O-{5.9).
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The spaces Vo and operators A~O' : Vo ~ V", At" : V" ~ Va, codimXa <
n -1 are the same as for M IUn-t,n and At"A~o = A~ for all 0, codimXa =
n -1.

Moreover, Vx-module M can be decomposed into direct sum M = M(l) ffi
M('J) For the first module M(1) we have an equality

(5.12)

for any flag 1 --+ Q' ~ ,\; ,\ < " codimXo = n, where

o -' (A+ A- ) -' (A- A+ ) "-' (A")a.,.-elg.v. "'0' Q1' -elg.v. ai ia' ao-elg.v. 0

The second module M(2) has a support on codimension n strata.

The proof of the proposi tion is based on the calculation of the functor
• JQ(M IUn-t,n) for a stratum Xa of codimension n.

Let us fix some codimension n stratum X a . For any Vx-module M we

denote for simplicity of notations Wa(M) ~n 'I! JQ (M IUn-t "J for simplicity
of notations. The computation of 'lJa(M) for M IUn-t,n being supported
on codimension n - 1 strata reduces to the codimension one case and was
completely described in subsection 4.3. Let us consider the case when the
condition (5.l0) is satisfied. Then we state that

(i) wa(M) is generated by elements vpf~-t, vp E Vp, codimXp < n with
vßf~ being treated as zero elements;

(ii) Canonical monodromie operator S = (-s). is nilpotent on 'l1 o (M);
(iii) An action of S on Wo(M) is described by the relations

if codimXp < n - 1 (5.13)

SVßf~-l = -svpf~-l =

- AOv /11-1 ,,< og> . < iJ> A- A+ /11-1
- ß ß a - L,.; - - 6.,. -ypVß a •

6:6-0 < h > < aß >
61-ß

(5.14)

if codimXß = n - l.
Note that the statement (ii) follows from the following counterpart of

Lemma 4.2:
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(5.15)

(5.16)

Lemma 5.1 An operator

ffi (Aa _ "" < ol > . < ß> A-A+ )W ß LJ'" ... 5..,-rß
ß:ß-a 5:5-a < EJ > < aß >

6#:ß

is ni/potent in EBß:ß-O' Vß provided the relations (5.4)-(5.10) are satisfied.

Now, considering WeM) as D{la=oVmodule we see that it ean be described
in terms of relations (5.1)-(5.3) if we take vß/~-l as generators. The graph
strueture of strata X ß n {fa = O}, eodimXß < n remains unehanged ex
eept the strata X ß, ß --+ o. Instead of their interseetion with hyperplane
{fa = O} we should consider the only stratum X a and attaeh to this stratum
vectorspace EBß:ß-a Vß. The formulas which we need for drawing a commu-

tI

tative diagramm representing canonical fourtupIe '11 0 (M) =~ 0 (M) are as
follows. 11

Let us fix same new deneric linear function 90 (x) which cut stratum Xa

in hyperplane {fa = O}: 9a lxa = 0, 9 f fa. Then we have

M ( -t) = ~ M (g): ;h; Aß.,v.,f~-l+
ß:""'f-ß-o < 1 >< 090 ""'f >

"" ()<1> .1+ LJ Mo"., IßI < ßI'" > AßI""'fv..,fa-
ß':"'(-ß' 'Y

ß'f+a

for any stratum X.." codim X""'f = n - 2, 'Y > 0 and for any linear vector field
Ma,"'( along {fa = O} n X"Y: Ma,-r(/a) = 0, Ma,..,(f) = 0 if I I{la=o}nx.,= 0,

(5.17)

for any stratum Xß' codim X"Y = n - 1, ß --+ 0 aod

La ( Vßf~-l) =

~ ~ La;!>') (A~ _ ~ < ~ >< Aa~ > A~~Atß) vif~-l (5.18)
>':0->' 5:ß-5->' >. "'(:"'(-5 < 'Y >< AOß >

5'1-0' "#ß
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also for a stratum X p, codim X-y = n - 1, ß --+ 0 with J.l being an index of
codimension (n - 2) stratum XI! whose closure contains both Xp and X-y and
La being a vector field along X a.

Suppose now that fPa(M) is given as singleeigenvalued local system gen
erated by vectorspace Va with the relations

(5.19)

for a.ny linear vector field La along Xa and

(5.20)

Comparing the relations (5.16)-(5.18) with (5.19)-(5.20) we observe that the
diagrarn \}1a(M) -:. fPa(M) is completely defined by linear maps (which we

renormalize to av~id factors in commutation relations):

with

and

Ef) A;p': Ef) Vp ---+ Va,
ßip-a Piß-a

Ef) Ata': Va ---+ E9 Vp
ß;ß-a ß:ß-a

A- - < aß> A- ,
aß - ß4 aß< >

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)A+ - < ß> A+'
pa - ß- pa<0 >

satisfying the relations (5.4), (5.5), (5.8) and (5.9). An equality S = vu
provides the relations Aß = AtaA;p for all ß; ß --+ 0 and (5.6), (5.7). Just as
in seetions 4.3 and 4.4 we observe also that the relation (5.10) on eigenvalues
is not satisfied only if the glued module is a direct sum of a module without
singularities along Xa and of a module Bupported on X a for which one may
freely assume the conditions (5.11). Next, applying monada (3.2) technique
we describe the glued module in terms of generators and relations and finally
restore M as a sheaf by its restrietions to open sets

Un-t,n U {fa = O}
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for all 0: eodim X a = n. The ealculations analogous to that of seetions 4.3
and 4.4 show that M is defined by the formulas (5.1)-(5.3).

We have deseribed a sceteh of proof of Proposition 5.1. Theorems 2.1
and 2.4 are direet eonsequenees of Proposition 5.1. The only thing whieh we
want to explain is a simple remark that an operator

ffi (A 01 _ " < 06 > . < l1 > A-A+ )'l7 ß Li.... .... 6.., 'Yß
ß:ß-OI 6:6-01 < 6 > < oß >

6#;ß

from lemma 5.1 is eonj ugated to

EB AtaA;p
P,6:

6-a,ß-a

(5.25)

in Eep:ß-a Va provided the relations (5.6) and (5.7) are satisfied. The nilpo
tenee of operator (5.25) for the vertiees of depth more then one follows from
the nilpotenee of monodromie operator S in the second step of glueing. The
deeomposition of a restrietion of V-module to some open set Un to a direet
sum of DUn -modules if a eondition (5.10) is not satisfied eontradiets to the
definition of loeal indeeomposability. But if these eonditions are satisfied
we conelude from Lemma 5.1 that 'I!Ja(M IUn-I,n) eoincides with its unipo
tent part q,~a (M IUn-l,n) for all 0: eodimXa > 1 and we have no need in
singleeigenvalued restrietion (1.1) on 'I!Ja (M). So we have the proof of the
seeond part of Proposition 1.1 and of the Theorem 2.3. We ean also eas
ily see by induetion that for eategory ~ the eonditions of Lemma 5.1 are
automatically satisfied (all the eigenvalues remain being equal zero). So we
have no need in the eondition (1.1) for ~, from where we deduee the rest of
Proposition 1.1 and ean also prove an equivalence of eategories in Theorem
2.2 .
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